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OUR ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENT
Funsport Rhosneigr is committed to minimising its
environmental footprint to protect our planet for ourselves
and for future generations. We are passionate about
protecting the unique natural beauty on our doorstep and are
committed to do our bit to preserve the oceans and beaches
that are our playground.
Rhosneigr is a special place, its unique natural beauty combined with its ideal
positioning for wind and waves make it a location that lives long in the heart of
anyone that lives in or visits the area. At Funsport we appreciate how fortunate we
are to live and work in such a diverse and stunning part of the world, and that is why
we want to do our bit in protecting the planet any way we can.
We all feel the pull of Anglesey’s coastline. Whether it’s the compulsion of dropping
all other commitments and chasing that promising but iffy Windguru forecast, or the
promise of a sun-soaked weekend in August, our beaches and bays draw us in again
and again. They are our playground, but without action they are sadly increasingly at
risk. This policy marks our pledge to make a difference and protect not only our local
area but the environment at large. The way we see it, Planet Earth is everyone’s
playground and if we don’t protect it life won’t be much fun at all.
At Funsport our commitment is to:
•

Minimise plastic use wherever possible and promote responsible use and
disposal practices for items sold.

•

Encourage our customers to join us in our efforts through offering sustainable
alternatives and opportunities to minimise their own impact.

•

Develop sustainable procurement practices and engage with our suppliers to
encourage more sustainable packaging and delivery methods.

•

Develop our internal reuse and recycling procedures.

•

Promote and engage in initiatives that protect the local environment.

•

Work in partnership with likeminded businesses and organisations to widen
our impact.
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